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Throughout, X and Y will be nontrivial normed linear spaces over

the field of complex numbers, E the space £(X, Y) ol continuous

linear transformations from X into F equipped with the usual norm,

which we denote by p, W a linear subspace of the dual Y' of F, and

co the set of positive integers. The norm-closed unit ball in X, for

example, is written Sx, and the canonical embedding <j> from F into

W is defined by <j>(y)(w) =w(y). Each/ belonging to the tensor prod-

uct X®W determines a continuous linear functional on E since if

zZi-i Xi®Wi is any representation of/ then

I/mi = i>i(p*<) U i: wi nit-i      i  i-i
for each TESb- It is easy to verify that the restriction to the sub-

space X®W ol the dual norm in E' is a cross norm ip on X® W. For

each W, therefore, we let Fw=X®fW, where ®$ denotes the tensor

product under the cross norm ip, and consider Fw as a subspace of

E'. Also, we will consider X'®xFcanonically embedded in E, where

X is the least cross norm [6].

Following Dixmier [l], we define the characteristic of W to be

the number

v(W) =  inf sup   | w(y) \ ,        \\y\\ = 1.

Thus, 0^v(W)^l. Letting W0 he the annihilator of W in F, it is

evident that W0= {o} if v(W)>0 and that W0= {o} il and only if

the topology cr(F, W) is Hausdorff.

In the work below, we are concerned with theorems dealing with

relationships between the space F equipped with a topology <r( F, W)

and the space E equipped with the corresponding topology a(E, Fw).

Let v(W) >0, and consider the family of seminorms {pz,w} defined by

px,„(T) = | w(Tx) | (w E W, x E X)
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for each TEE. For the case W= Y', this family of seminorms defines

the weak operator topology [2] which is precisely er(P, Fy). More

generally, if IF is a subspace of Y' lor which v(W) >0, the family of

seminorms {/>!,„,} defines on £ a topology which is weaker than the

weak operator topology and which is precisely cr(P, Fw). Thus,

operator theorists who are not interested in tensor products and cross-

norms will find our work more transparent if they will view the results

in a weak operator type setting.

Theorem, (i) If v(W) = l and Yis a(Y, W)-sequentially complete,

then Se is a(E, FV)-sequentially complete.

(ii) Let j>(W)>0 and W be norm-closed in Y'. If Y is a(Y, IF)-5e-

quentially complete and X is a Banach space, then E is a(E, Fw)-se-

quentially complete. Conversely, if each a(E, Fw)-Cauchy sequence in

(X' ®\Y)r\SEisa(E, Fyf)-conver gent to some TEE, then Yisa(Y, W)-

sequentially complete.

(iii) Let Y be a barrelled normed linear space. Suppose Y'\ W is of

countable Hamel dimension and W is a(Y', Y)-sequentially dense in Y'.

If v(W)>0, Y is a(Y, W)-sequentially complete, and X is a Banach

space, then E is a(E, Fw)-sequentially complete. Conversely, if every

a(E, Fw)-Cauchy sequence in (X'®\Y)C\SE is a(E, Fw)-convergent to

an element TEE, then Yis a(Y, W)-sequentially complete.

Proof. To prove (i) let {Tn} be a cr(P, Fflr)-Cauchy sequence in

Se- Then for each xEX the sequence {P„x} is cr(F, IF)-convergent

in Y. We define a mapping T from X into Y by writing Px = y if and

only if y = cr(F, PF)-lim Tnx. Obviously, P is linear. Since v(W) = l,

||rx|| =  sup lim I w(Tnx) |   ^ ||x||.

Thus, TESE- Finally,

limf Z x* ® WA (Tn) = nm Z v>i(TnXi)
n     \     i / n        i

= Z u>i(Txi)
i

= ( Z *t ® Wi) (T)

for each Zt^i®wtGPir-
We proceed to prove the first assertion of (ii) by considering the

seminorm pw on Y defined by

pw(y) =  sup   I w(y) \ (yEY).
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Since viW)>0 and pir(y) <\\y\\ ^viW)~lpwiy) for each yE Y, pw is

a norm on F equivalent to the original norm and ||w|| =p°wiw) for

each wEW, where p°w denotes the dual norm in (F, pw)'- Therefore,

(W, pw) has characteristic equal to one in (Y, pw)'- Let E1 and Fw

be the spaces obtained by replacing F with (Y, pw) and W with

(W, pw) in the definitions of E and Fw, respectively. Since E and Fw

are linearly homeomorphic to E1 and Fw, respectively, it suffices, in

the light of (i), to prove that every ^(E1, F{p)-Cauchy sequence in El

is norm-bounded in E1.

Let {Tn} be a cr(£l, F^-Cauchy sequence in E1. Then {Pn} is

a(E1, Fjp)-bounded, whence supn£w|w(Tnx)\ < + «> for each xEX,

wEW. Fix xEX and vary w throughout W. Since the canonical

embedding <p of (Y, pw) into (W, pw)' is an isometry, the sequence

of scalars {pw(Tnx)} is bounded for each xEX by the Banach-

Steinhaus theorem. Since X is complete, a second application of the

Banach-Steinhaus theorem implies that { Tn} is norm-bounded in EK

Thus, the first assertion of (ii) is proved.

The second assertions of (ii) and (iii) may be proved simultaneously

after two remarks have been made. Let {yn} he a a(Y, W)-Cauchy

sequence in F. Assuming the hypothesis of (ii) there exists Afo>0

such that pw(y/) Ss Mo, nEco, since (W, pw) has characteristic equal to

one in (F, pw)' and is closed in (F, pw)'- Therefore, \\yn\\ ^v(W)~lMo,

nEco. Assuming the hypothesis of (iii) the sequence {yH} is again

norm-bounded by a result of Levin and Saxon [3]. Thus, in either

case, there exists M>0 such that ||y„|| ^$M, nEco- Choose XoEX and

x'EX' such that ||x0||=Af, ||x'|| = l/||x0||, and x'(x„) = l. If Z is the

null space of x' in X and [x0] is the (closed) linear span of x0 in X

then X = Z©[xo], whence each xEX can be uniquely written as

x = zx+ctxxo for some zxEZ and scalar ctx. Put T„=x'®yn, re£co, and

note that p(T„) j£l. Since Tnx = axyn, for each zZ x{®WiEFw

\( zZ xt ® wA (Tn) -(zZxi® wA (Tm)

^ Z) I «x.-l I u>i(.y«) - Wiiym) |,
i

from which it follows that { P„} is aiE, Pir)-Cauchy. By hypothesis,

there exists TEE such that { Tn} is <r(E, Pw)-convergent to T, and

since {yn} converges to Px0 in the cr(F, IF)-topology, the second

parts of (ii) and (iii) are proved.

Finally, we prove the first part of (iii). Given any cr(£, Pw)-Cauchy

sequence { Tn} in E, we define the linear mapping T as in the proof of
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(i). If xEX then { Tnx} iscr(F, IF)-Cauchy and hence norm-bounded

in Y [3]. By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem there exists OO such

that ju(P„) g C, wGw, whence

|| Tx\\ ^ v(W)~1 sup   I w(Tx) I
wSSw

= v(W)~l sup lim I w(Tnx) \

£V(W)-lC\\x\\.

Hence, P is continuous and, as before, T is the a(E, Fw)-hrnit oi

{Tn}.       A

Remark. Suppose X and Y are Banach spaces, and let 7 be the

greatest cross norm. It is known [6] that (X®yY)' = £(X, Y') and

thus that \\/=y in this setting. The topology cr(£(X, Y'), X®$Y) is

therefore the weak-star topology on £(X, Y'), whence it follows that

£(X, Y') and its norm-closed unit ball are a(£(X, Y'), X®*Y)-

sequentially complete. This can also be proven using (i) and the first

assertion of (ii) in the theorem, independent of the duality under the

cross norm y.

Corollary. Let X'®\Y be the\-completion of X'®\Yfor a Banach

space Y and X° the dual norm in (X'®\ Y)'.

(i) For every weakly sequentially complete Banach space Y, the

Banach space lx®\Yis sequentially complete in the a(lx®\Y, c ®\' Y')

topology. Thus, in particular, lx®\lx is a(li®\h, c ®\°m)-sequen-

tially complete.

(ii) Let J be the canonical embedding from X into X" and X" \ JX

the quotient space of X" with JX equipped with the usual norm. For

each Banach space X such that X"\ JX is separable, the space X'®\lx

is a(X'®xh, X®\"m)-sequentially complete. Thus, X®\k is

a(X®\k, X'®\°m)-sequentially complete for every reflexive space X.

(iii) For every Banach space X such that X" \ JX is separable, the

space X'®\h is a(X'®\h, X®\"c0)-sequentially complete. Thus,

X®}.k is a(X®xlx, X'®\"Co)-sequentially complete for every reflexive

space X.

Proof. It is known [2, p. 515, #35] that if Y is weakly sequentially

complete then £(c, Y) consists entirely of compact mappings. Since

c' is isometrically isomorphic to lx and lx has the approximation

property [5, p. 108], £(c, Y)=h®xY. Also, it is known [4] that if

X"\JX is separable, then £(X, li)=X'®xlx. Both (i) and (ii) now

follow from part (ii) of the theorem. Finally, (iii) follows directly

from the remark since here also £(X, h)=X'®),lx.    A
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The relationship between v(W) and v(Fw) is precisely as one would

expect.

Proposition. Let X and Y be normed linear spaces and W a sub-

space of Y'. Then v(W)=v(Fw).

Proof. There exists x'EX' such that ||x'|| = l. If yEY and

/= Zx< ®i»iESFw, then

|(Z*'(*.-K)Cy)| = \f(x'®y)\ =|W|

so that Z x'(xi)wiESw- It follows that

sup   | f(x' ® y)\   Ss  sup   | w(y) \ .
f£SFyr    ' w<=Sw

Thus,

v(Fw) ^       inf sup   | f(x' ® y) \
ll»ll-i»er resFw

^        inf sup   | w(y) |   = v(W).
||»||=-i»er uGSw

To prove the reverse inequality, we define

uw(T)=   sup   \f(T)\ (TEE)
fSSFw

and note that

m(T) ^       sup       I x ® w(T) I        (x E X, w E W)
11*11-llmll-1

=   sup     sup   I w(Tx) | (x E X, w E W)
ll*ll=i IIHI=i

^ v(W)   sup  ||rx|| (xE X)
11*11=-!

= v(W)u(T).

Thus,

v(Fw) =    inf   uw(T) ^ v(W).    A
«<T) = i

An extension of the theorem to the quasicomplete case exists and

is not difficult to obtain. The author wishes to acknowledge this

comment and other useful comments and suggestions made by the

referee.
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